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ABSTRACT

Jack L. Glenn, Jr. M.S, Purdue University. December, 1988. InSb / CdTe
Pleterostructures Grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy. Major Professor: R obert
L. Gunshor
Given the potential for quantum effect device application, the growth, by
molecular beam epitaxy, and characterization of InSb-CdTe heterostructures is
described. Two procedures for growth of these heterostructures are employed.
For the growth of InS b/C dT e double heterostructures, InSb and CdTe layers
are grown in separate MBE growth chambers connected via an ultrahigh
vacuum transfer module. Here, antimony originating from a compound InSb
source oven is used for growth of InSb layers. For the growth of C dTe/InSb
m ultiple quantum well structures, InSb and CdTe layers are grown in a single
MBE growth chamber, where antim ony is derived from an antim ony cracking
furnace.
To study the optical nature of heteroepitaxially grown InSb, infrared photoluminescence from InSb based double heterostructures has been examined.
Despite the transferral of grown layers between III-V and II-VI chambers,
luminescence gathered from "thick” InSb active layers has shown the existence
of recom bination features which are similar to bulk InSb.

For m ultilayer

structures, grown in a single chamber with the use of an antim ony cracker,
emphasis has been placed on structural examination by transmission electron
microscopy and x-ray diffraction techniques.

Examination of m ultilayer

structures by transmission electron microscopy suggests th a t the cracker may
be useful for the growth of InSb at low substrate tem peratures and low growth
rates. Using the cracker, C dTe/InSb superlattice structures have been grown
showing multiple satellite peaks in the x-ray diffraction spectrum.

I

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The creation of thin film heterostructures which exploit reduced
dimensionality has given semiconductor research a new direction. Crystal
growth by means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is at the forefront of these
efforts due to the ultrahigh vacuum environment and atomic level
controllability which it provide?. To this end, a multiple chamber MBE
research facility has been established at Purdue University. Accounting for a
large portion of the research to date is an effort to produce high quality InSbCdTe thin film heterostructures. Motivation for this work stems from the
desire to utilize narrow-gap InSb in quantum well configurations with nearly
lattice matched (<Sa/a — 0.05%) wide-gap CdTe. Band offset values
determined by theoretical and experimental means have indicated that Type I
carrier confinement should exist in a CdTe-InSb-CdTe quantum well of proper
dimensions [1,2]. Uniformly strained single crystal heterostructures and
quantum wells may yield tunable infrared detectors spanning the 2 to 5.5 fini
range [3]. Single InSb-CdTe heterostructures are also predicted to yield an
ultra-high mobility, two dimensional electron gas at the hetero-interface [4].
In the event that very high electron mobilities can be achieved, a high electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) structure might be possible.
To date, growth of high quality InSb and CdTe epitaxial layers has been
achieved by numerous workers on both InSb [5-9] and CdTe [10] bulk
substrates, and InSb epilayers [7,11-13]. Multilayer CdTe/InSb structures
have also been grown [11-17]. Problems have been encountered, however, due
to a difference in the optimal growth conditions for CdTe on InSb (T <
200 0C) [5] and for InSb on CdTe (2250C < T < 275 0C) [10]. Electrical
properties for InSb layers grown on InSb substrates have been shown to be
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optimal for layers grown between 360 0C and 420 ° C [9,18]. Mixed interfacial
layers composed of In2Te3 and segregated antimony have been reported for
CdTe layers grown on InSb substrates under stoichiometric conditions at
temperatures above 1500C [19]. The extent of intermixing between InSb and
CdTe layers was also reported to increase with an increase in growth
temperature as judged by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [8]. Cross
doping between HI-V and II-VI source materials used in the same MBE
chamber has been reported to cause significant incorporation of tellurium in
InSb layers grown with a CdTe source present [9].
In light of the aforementioned tendency for InSb and CdTe to auto-dope
one another, two MBE chambers have been utilized for the isolated growth of
(IQQ) InSb and (100) CdTe epitaxial layers. For growth of InSb layers,
polycrystalline InSb and elemental indium source ovens were used in the III-V
chamber. CdTe layers were derived from a single compound CdTe source in
the II-VI growth chamber. CdTe/InSb/CdTe (100) double heterostructures
were fabricated by repeatedly transferring the InSb and CdTe layers through
an ultra-high vacuum (mid IO-10 Torr) transfer tube to the alternate IH-V or
II-VT1chamber. During the sample tran sferralprocess, InSb and CdTe film
surfaces were not passivated with any form of protective material.
Given the need to grow heterostructures of more than a few periods in
length, InSb-CdTe multilayer structures have been grown in a single MBE
chamber. For the creation of a single IH-V/H-VI growth chamber, an
antimony cracking furnace and indium source oven were installed into the IIVI chamber, previously designated for the growth of CdTe layers. The
cracker was primarily chosen to explore the low temperature growth of InSb
using Sb2. As an additional consideration, however, the general design of the
cracking cell suggested a level of self-isolation from the in-migration of atomic
species, such as tellurium. Using the cracker, multilayer structures, up to 20
periods in length, were grown on CdTe buffer layers to provide a degree of
electrical isolation from the (100) InSb or (100) CdTe substrate.
To provide further motivation for the aforementioned crystal growth
procedures, chapter 2 will summarize previous MBE research performed on
the InSb/CdTe material system. Primary emphasis will be placed on
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description of the MBE crystal growth processes which have been employed by
previous workers. Epitaxy of InSb on InSb substrates and epitaxy of CdTe on
both InSb substrates and InSb epitaxial layers will encompass the majority of
the discussion to reflect the amount of work which has been previously
performed on these topics. Other points of mention will be InSb substrate
preparation methods and the examination of InSb/CdTe interfacial regions by
previous workers.
To lay the ground work for the growth of InSb/CdTe heterostructures,
chapter 3 will contain a detailed description of the 430 MBE facility and
describe the homoepitaxy of (100) InSb epilayers on (100) InSb substrates.
The preparation of InSb substrates, the conditioning of source materials, and
a description of the nucleation and growth of InSb layers will be described.
Use of reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) in determining
growth conditions and general film quality will be discussed. Analysis of these
films by x-ray double-crystal rocking curves (DGRC), and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) will be presented. Optical analysis by infrared
photoluminescence (PL) will be presented to establish the optical properties of
these films and to serve as a basis for comparison with heteroepitaxially grown
InSb layers.
Chapter 4 will discuss the dual chamber heteroepitaxy of (100) CdTe on
(100) InSb epilayers and the growth of (100) CdTe/InSb double
heterostructures. Emphasis will be on the growth and characterization of
heteroepitaxial CdTe and InSb layers. The structural and optical properties
of single CdTe buffer layers, grown on InSb epilayers, will be examined by
TEM, DCRC and PL measurement techniques to assess their utility for
growth of InSb based heterostructures. The growth, by substrate transferral,
of InSb active layers (160A - 560QA) on CdTe buffer layers, followed by the
growth of CdTe capping layers (2200A), will be described. Double
heterostructures (CdTe/InSb/CdTe) grown in this way will be examined by
TEM and Raman scattering in an attempt to determine interfacial and in
layer structural properties. The InSb active layer will be examined by PL and
comparisons will be made with InSb epilayers and bulk material.

Chapter 5 will describe the growth and characterization of CdTe/InSb
multiple quantum well and superlattice structures grown in a single MBE
cham ber.Prim ary emphasis will be on describing of the use of the antimony
Cracking furnace for growth of InSb at low substrate temperatures (280 to
3100C) and very low growth rates (0.2 - 0.4 A/second). CdTe substrate
preparation techniques will be outlined along with procedures for the
nucleation and growth of homoepitaxial CdTe layers. Examination of layer
quality and interfacial nature of multiple quantum well structures by TEM
and DCRC measurements will be presented.
A summary of research and a discussion of conclusions will be given in
chapter 6. Ideas for future research projects will be presented in attempting
to extend the efforts began here. Appendix A, presented after chapter 6, will
detail the procedure used in formulating the effusion cell flux-vs-temperature
curves for the indium and antimony ovens.

5

C H APTER 2
PREVIO U S M BE o f InSb - C dT e

A large amount of research has been performed on the MBE growth of
single InSb layers on CdTe and on the growth of single CdTe layers on InSb.
A review of this work was helpful in guiding our research efforts. The
following section will thus be dedicated to this topic. Prim ary emphasis will
be given to previous work performed on the MBE growth of these
semiconductors and relevant examination of material properties.
2.1 (100) InSb / (100) InSb Substrates
2.1.1 Surface Analysis
Thin InSb films of (100) orientation have been grown by MBE on InSb
substrates by a number of groups [7,8,20,21]. Oe et al. [20] and Noreika et al.
[21] have identified detailed RHEED reconstruction features which were
dependent upon substrate temperature and flux ratio (JsbMn)) and are
summarized in Figure 2.1. Noreika et al. [21] report th at two phase growth,
consisting of poly-crystalline InSb and hexagonal phase antimony, resulted
when layers were grown with a substrate temperature below approximately
2500C. Growth under an excess of indium flux (JsbM n < I) was reported to
result in a c(8x2) RHEED reconstruction [20,21], Excess antimony flux was
reported to yield a wide range of surface reconstruction features strongly
dependent upon the exact flux ratio and substrate temperature [20,21]. A
unity flux ratio was seen to give a "psuedo"-(4x3) pattern, where the three-fold
surface reconstruction was seen to be unevenly spaced between the bulk
features [10,20,21]. In nearly every case, the InSb films were derived from
elemental antimony and indium sources which yield predominantly Sb4 and
In1 species.

S b /In ARRIVAL RATE RATIO
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Figure 2.1
RHEED patterns for growth of (100) InSb epilayer on (100) InSb
substrate as a function of Sb:In flux ratio and substrate temperature.
Reprinted from Oe et al. [20].

2.1.2 Crystal Analysis
Reports of structural data by TEM have shown that crystalline InSb
layers can be grown on InSb substrates over a range of growth conditions
(230 0C < T < SlO 0 C), despite the presence of indium precipitates at the
film/substrate interface [7,8]. These precipitates, which were reported to be
induced by in-situ surface preparation (ion bombardment followed by thermal
annealing or thermal oxide desorption under an Sb4 flux), were shown to be
aligned with the InSb matrix and are therefore coherent with the interface.
Films grown below 230 0C were reported by TEM to be polycrystalline
regardless of the flux condition used. The poor quality of InSb layers grown
at low temperatures has been attributed to a reduction in the mobility of
molecular species which are adsorbed onto the InSb surface prior to being
incorporated into the lattice [8] The aforementioned InSb layers were grown
with the use of an elemental antimony source yielding the tetrameric Sb4
species.
Transport measurements have been reported on InSb films and bulk
material [9,18,22,23]. Experiments by Williams et al. [9], have indicated that
unintentional n-type carrier concentrations are lowest for InSb layers gfown at
420 0C and Jsb/Jln — 1*4. It was also reported [9] that the incorporation of
tellurium, an n-type dopant, into the grown InSb films was limiting the
reduction in carrier concentration. Furthermore, the tellurium doping was
reported to be derived from the antimony source which was used for growth of
InSb films. Tellurium atoms from a compound CdTe source, used in the same
MBB growth chamber as the antimony source, were reported to be the cause
of contamination in the antimony source material [9]. The contamination of
antimony source material with tellurium was further reported to occur as a
result of merely loading antimony and CdTe sources in the same chamber,
with or without baking the system. Problems with the growth of multilayer
CdTe/InSb structures in a single chamber with optimal carrier transport
properties in the InSb layer would not be unexpected.

2.1.3 InSb Substrate Preparation
Several methods for InSb substrata preparation have been reported.
Typically, InSb substrates were degreased in liquid solvents followed by
etching in an acid solution such as 25:4:1 (lactic acid:HN03:HF) [21] or 10:1
(lactic acid:HN()3) [24]v The substrates were then rinsed in deionized water
and dried in nitrogen gas (N2), In S b waferswere commonly mounted using a
metal such as indium [15,24] or gallium [23]. In some cases, m etalfilm s
(especially indium) were avoided due to reports of preferential diffusion into
substrates during growth and the suspected formation of high temperature
indium-haolybdenum alloys [21,23],: -Am alternative to bonding the substrate
with the use of a metal film was reported to be the use a solution of graphite
in water (aqua-dag). Reports also differ as to the optimal method for
removing TnSb surface oxides ( in-situ ) prior to film growth. Thermal
desorption of the oxide layer has been reportedly achieved by heating samples
to temperatures above 400 ° C with the use of an Sb4 flux [11,13]. Alternately,
several workers have preferred to use repeated cycles of argon ion
bombardment followed by thermal annealing to remove native oxides [7,8].
Several authors [9,20,21,25] have reported the existence of a c(8x2) . indiumf
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stabilized surfa.ee in the RHEED pattern, after oxide removal.
2.2 (100) C d T e / (100) InSb S u b stra te s and E pilayers
2.2.1 Layer Examination
In addition to the efforts aimed at optimizing InSb epilayer growth, a
great deal of work has been previously reported on the growth and
characterization of (100) CdTe films on (100) InSb substrates [5-9] and InSb
epilayers [7]. Eigure 2.2 shows a hypothetical band diagram for a CdTe/InSb
heterojunction [3]. Several valance band offset Values which have been
proposed by theoretical and experimental means are listed in the figure
caption [1,2,26]. For growth of CdTe layers, primary emphasis has been
repprtedly placed on InSb substrate;preparation by argon ion bombardment
and thermal annealing procedures. Photolumihescence (PL) studies have been
reported indicating th at the best optical characteristics, specifically, dominant
free exciton and bound exCiton transitions, will occur in films grown between
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CdTe

Figure 2.2

InSb/CdTe he ter ojunction band diagram (reprinted from van
Welzenis, et. al. [3]) and possible valence band offset values:
AEv(eV)
0.96
0.84
0.87

METHOD

REFERENCE

electron affinity rule
tight binding model
soft-XPS

Anderson [26]
Tersoff [l]
Mackey et. al. [2]

160 0C apd 200 ° C [5]. These results have been confirmed 'by "structural 'data
gathered on CdTe films grown at 200 ° C. In this case, diffraction peaks,
generated by the DCRG technique, have been reported with full width at half
maximum (FWHM) values of less than 20 arc seconds for the best CdTe layers
[5]. All of the aforementioned work was performed at growth rates between I
and 2 A/second. With the exception of very recent work by Golding et al.
[13], CdTe films have been previously grown using a compound CdTef source
known to yield congruent amounts of 2Cd and Te2 species at cell
temperatures of interest [6,25]. In addition, Farrow et al. [26] have utilized an
insert to restrict the molecular beam emanating from the CdTe source oven to
a 3min diameter hole.
2.2.2 Interfacial Analysis
Despite evidence for high quality CdTe layers grown at 2000C, TEM
analysis has indicated that the sharpest heterointerfaces occur for layers grown
on InSb at 150 ° C. Unfortunately, CdTe is observed to be polycrystalline
when grown at or below 150 0C. Closer examination of the CdTe/InSb
interface has further indicated several problems. A series of studies were
undertaken by Mackey et al. [19] in an attempt to examine this interface. Ion
cleaned (100) InSb substrates were used for the growth of ultra thin (up to 40
A) CdTe epilayers at temperatures between 200 0C and 220 ° C. Soft x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS) and Raman scattering were used to show
that the grown CdTe layers possessed large fractions of segregated antimony
and In-Te complexes. These complexes were reportedly identified as extra
peaks in the Raman scattering data (other than the CdTe LO phonon at 168
cm-1) in the range of 120 and 175cm-1. To identify the exact composition of
these layers, bulk In2Te3 crystals were grown by the horizontal Bridgman
method and examined by Raman spectroscopy., While the spacing between
the LO phonon peaks in question was the same for both the grown film and
bulk sample, a distinct energy shift was seen between peaks characteristic of
bulk In2Te3 and those characteristic of the film. This was explained [19] by
assuming that the lattice mismatch (& /a — 5%) between In2Te3 ahd InSb
was elastically accommodated in the grown layer and would therefore produce
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a strain shift.
In addition to the studies on (100) InSb substrates, CdTe films were
deposited on in-vacuo cleaved (TM)) InSb surfaces at 250 0Cv Raman
scattering and SXPS performed on these films revealed the same In-Te
compound formation as for the (100) depositions. In contrast to the (100)
surface, which has a slight polar nature with the presence of an indiumstabilized surface, the (110) is completely non-polar and has a stoichiometric
surface. Mackey et al. [19] therefore suggest that a preponderance of indium
on the nucleating (100) surface is not a prerequisite for the formation of Tn-Te
mixing layers, given that the same formations are observed on the (HO)
surface. Less emphasis has been paid to the mierostructural examination of
heterointerfaces formed by the growth of CdTe layers on InSb epitaxial layers.
In a related material system, the MBE growth of ZnSe (II-Vl) on GaAs (IJI-V)
has been reported in some instances to produce a (Ga,Se) (IIT-YI) mixing layer
at the III-V/II-VI heterointerface [29]. With this fact, it seems clear that the
area of interfacial chemistry needs a great deal of exploration as it pertains to
ITI-VI and II-V bonding configurations.
2.3 InSb/CdTe Multilayer Structures
In light of the information presented here, there would seem to be a
number of problems associated with InSb/CdTe multilayer growth. First, the
previously reported [10] window for growth of InSb on CdTe (225 to 275 0C)
appears to be somewhat incompatible to that for growth of CdTe on InSb
(160 - 220 0C). Further, transport properties for InSb layers indicate the need
for growth temperatures in excess of 4000C [9,18]. In addition, interfacial
regions are reported to form between the respective compound material
systems and are reported to increase in thickness as growth temperatures
increase. Despite these difficulties, both, our research group [12,14-16], and
Golding et al. [13] have very recently reported the growth of multilayer
CdTe/InSb structures at temperatures near 300 ° C. A complete discussion of
all work on multilayered structures will be addressed in chapter 5.
Reports concerning the heteroepitaxy of InSb on CdTe substrates have
been given, but with limited success [10]. In general, the growth of InSb

layers on CdTe appears to be more difficult than the converse, as CdTe
substrates are prone to the existence of low angle grain boundaries and other
defect related problems. By comparison * InSb substrates are available with
very high crystalline quality. /An additional tradeoff between InSb and CdTe
substrates occurs in the form of substrate resistivities which are currently
available. ; InSb wafers are presently available with maximum resistivities of
1000 ohm-cm [30], in contrast to CdTe wafers which are available with
resistivities of I Mohm^cm [31]. To this end, the choice between InSb and
CdTe substrates presently constitutes a tradeoff between higher structural and
higher insulating properties, respectively.
2.4 Conclusions
.V,:>v r: -j.
j, .
;J
.j
■- . . .
■■v : .
To summarize this section, the contributions of other workers on the
MBE growth and characterization of InSb, CdTe, and inSb/CdTe structures
have been reviewed. It was seen that the growth of InSb/CdTe
heterostnxctures has been complicated by a number of difficult problems. For
the successful growth of InSb layers with desirable transport characteristics a
way must be found to prevent the incorporation of tellurium into the grown
InSb layers. One possibility might be to isolate the InSb and CdTe source
materials to separate growth chambers. The growth ofimiTtilayers would then
have to be achieved by some form of sample transferral process between
growth chambers. In this case, the question of contaminating the grown InSb
or CdTe layer surface would be of primary i rnportance. Alternately, InSb and
CdTe layers might be grown in a single chamber, if contamination of the
antimony source material^ by tellurium, could be minimized. A two-stage
furnace or cracking cell might be useful in providing a thermal barrier to the
migration of tellurium into the oven, by keeping the oven (especially the
cracking ehd) at elevated temperatures. J ^
The problem of the growth temperature incompatibility between InSb
and CdTe epitaxial layers may be difficult to solve. The continuous growth of
CdTe and InSb layers becomes a question of whether to raise the CdTe
growth temperature or lower that of InSb. To accommodate the problem of
interfacial mixing it would appear as though the TnSb layer should be grown
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at as low a substrate temperature as possible. To achieve this, reports
concerning the low temperature growth of GaAs may prove insightful. The
low temperature growth of GaAs epilayers has proven more successful when
performed at very low growth rates and with As2 rather than with As4 [32,33].
Specifically, the density of deep level electronic traps has been shown to
decrease for films grown at low temperatures if the films are grown at low
growth rates and with As2. in films growii at low growth rates and low
substrate temperatures with dimeric As2 as compared to those grown with the
tetrameric As4 (under otherwise similar conditions). A possible explanation
for the aforementioned reduction in deep level traps (advanced by [32] and
[33]) is that the easier surface incorporation of As2 over that of As4 may lead
to a reduction in arsenic vacancies within the grown layer. In light of these
findings, the use of Sb2 rather than the more conventional Sb4 species in the
low temperature growth of InSb seOms an interesting prospect.
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CHAPTER 3
HOMOEPITAXY of (100) InSb / (100) InSb SUBSTRATES

3.1 O verview o f M BE
A detailed description of the science and technology of molecular beam
epitaxy is available in other references [34j. Briefly, MBE is a non-equilibrium
crystal growth process performed under ultra high vacuum conditions. Unlike
processes for growing bulk material, thin film crystals are grown by the
surface migration and kinetic motion of atomic and molecular species, derived
from effusion cell furnaces. Control over growth parameters is therefore given
to the operator by selection of beam type, beam molecular density and
substrate temperature. To the extent that they are physically realizable, a
wide variety of thin film semiconductors may be grown, including various
metastable structures not available by equilibrium growth techniques, on a
wide variety of substrate materials. The success of quantum wells,
superlattices and other structures which exploit reduced dimensionality is
contingent on the use of exacting crystal growth techniques like MBE.
3.2 M olecular B eam E p itax y System
3.2.1 Equipment
A diagram of the model 430 Perkin-Elrner MBE system is given in Figure
3.1. In this configuration, three vacuum chambers are used for the growth of
TlT-V and II-VI semiconductors, while a fourth is designated for the deposition
of metal films. These chambers are maintained at base pressures in the mid
H F11 Torr range using cryogenic, ionic and titanium sublimation pumps. A
fifth chamber equipped with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) capabilities
maintains a pressure of 2xlO-10 Torr using an ion pump. Samples may be
loaded into the system by either of two cryo-pumped introduction chambers

CdTe Growth Chamber

Melallization Chamber

Ullrahigii
Vacuum Transfer
/ Tube a

Ql

P b/—-v I
^ c x f IjrI

Chamber

O
InSb Growth
Ctiamber

Figure 3.1.

Analysis
Chamber

Q
ZnSe Growth
Chamber

Schematic diagram of the Perkin Elm er 430 MBE system.

6 Wafer
Introduction
Chamber

which can support up to six - 3 inch molybdenum sample holders in a cassette
type rack.

The cryogenic pum p m aintains a low IO-8 Torr vacuum in the

introduction chambers.

Interconnecting all of these chambers are two ion

pum ped transfer tubes which operate in the low 10~10 Torr range. A series of
trolley m ounted forks and probe arms allow for sample m anipulation to all
points in the system. The addition of new chambers and transfer tubes may
take place in a m odular fashion allowing for future expansion of the MBE
system.
To accommodate a variety of source materials, each growth chamber is
equipped w ith eight source ovens positioned symmetrically in front of a
sample m anipulator assembly. InSb layers are grown in an "InSb" of "III-V'
chamber by use of 60cc effusion cells containing polycrystalline InSb and
elem ental indium, while for isolation of dopant species, cadmium

and

tellurium species are restricted to The nCdTe" or "II-VI" chamber in (the form
of a single 60cc compound CdTe source. It will be pointed out later (chapter
5) th a t for experiments involving the growth of InSb/ CdTe multiple quantum
wells, an antim ony cracking furnace and elemental indium source oven are
placed in the CdTe chamber. All oven crucibles (with the exception of the
antim ony cracker) are made of pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN). In addition,
the CdTe source contains a PB N insert to restrict the flux beam to a 1/8 inch
hole. Eaeh cham ber is separated from the transfer tubes by an UfTVr gate
valve to allow independent servicing and proper isolation of cross doping
m aterial systems.
In order to m onitor in-situ conditions, a variety of analytical equipment
has been installed in each growth chamber.

A measure of residual or

background pressure is given by a nude ion g.auge located in the ion pump
well. A second gauge located behind the sample m anipulator assembly is used
to give an indirect m easure of beam flux. More accurate readings of Oven flux
are obtained by m easuring the frequency changes in a quartz crystal oscillator
which m ay be placed near the actual substrate position.

The presence of

residual atomic or moleculer species may be determ ined by a quadrupole mass
analyzer (QMA) located near the cryopump. A 10 kVolt reflected high energy
electron!diffraction (RHEED) apparatus, and adjacent phosphorus screen are

used for the study of film growth processes, and as an indicator of film quality.
Images projected onto the RHEED screen represent a Fourier transform of the
substrate surface and as such provide information on reciprocal lattice
periodicity.
^
3,2,2 Sample Temperature

^

Sample temperature is measured by a non-contact thermocouple
positioned in the center of each sample heater assembly. The 3 inch sample
blocks usedin this work are disc shaped and hollow in the center. Once
loaded onto the growth manipulator assembly, the sample block covers the
Iieater and thermocouple, creating a
cavity. The cavity radiation is
then read by the thermocouple as the block temperature. Optionally; an
infrared pyrometer may be used- to measure the substrate/film temperature
through a sapphire window, in the source flange [35]. This was deemed
necessary in some cases Where the thermocouple reading was found to deviate
from block to block. The pyrometer works by measuring the black body
radiation emanating from the material it is focussed onto. Since the material
will not be a perfect emitter of radiation, the pyrometer will accept input for
the actual emissivity of the object and will correct the output temperature
accordingly. Block temperatures have also, been calibrated by observing the
phase change of a Au:Ge eutectic at 356 0C. The eutectic consists of a 500A
thiek gold filmevaporated onto an etched, degreased germanium substrate.
At 356 0G, the AutGe interface changes as the two materials form an alloy.
The result is a reduction in surface specularity. Taken together, thb diiffereht
temperature calibration; techniques. allow for redundancy in determining the
actual'block temperature.
3.2.3 Source Materiais A
Source materials for the growth of InSbc and CdTe layers may be
purchased from many vendors. Table 3.1 summarizes pertinent information
about the purity and origin of source materials. After the loading of source
materials, and the subsequent system bakeout, each oven was outgassed for 4
hours at elevated temperatures to drive off surface oxides and residual
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Table 3.1.
MATERIAL
Indium
Antimony
InSb
CdTe

Elemental and compound source materials for effusion cells.
FORM

PURITY

VENDOR

Imm bead
random ltimp
polycrystalline
polycrystalline

BN
6N5
BN
5N6+ [36]

Johnson Matthey AESAR
Johnson Matthey AESAR
Cominco Electronic Materials
II-V I Company Inc.
,

impurities. To gaiii a relation between source temperature and molecular
beam flux, crystal monitor readings for each oven were taken at various
temperatxires and plotted against an ideal (Kfludsen) curve [34]. As a further
measure, indium antimony, and InSb source materials were separately,
deposited on etched silicon substrates at room temperature. To give a
thickness reading, each silicon substrate was partially shielded from the flux
by a piece of nickel foil. An Alpha-step 200 surface profiler was then used to
.deterfliine the film thickness by scanning across the filixb-substrate step which
was created. By a knowledge of the density of antimony, indium, and InSb in
amorphous forni a flux could be determined as in Appendix A.
3.2.4^ Substrate Preparation
InSb (100) substrates were purchased from Cominco Electronic Materials
Inc. in the four types listed in table 3.2. Surface preparation [24] was
performed by degreasing the wafer in two cycles of mildly boiling TCA,
followed by ultra-sonic cleaning in acetone and methanol. Wafers were then
rinsed in de-ionized water and blown dry using nitrogen (N2) gas. Etching in
a solution of 10:1 (lactic aeidiHNOgj was then performed for a period of 90
seconds to remove approximately I /un of material. Etclaing was halted by
flooding the etchent solution with de-ionized water, followed by rinsing for
several minutes. Samples were then blown dry in N2 gas and mounted on
molybdenum blocks with a very ,thin film of indium. Cleaning procedure for
the Mo blocks used in mounting InSb (and CdTe) substrates is described in
table 3.3. For the purpose of temperature calibration in the chamber, a 6 m m
square Au:Ge eutectic sample was mounted (with indium) adjacent to each
InSb wafer. After mounting the eutectic and InSb substrate, sample holders
were placed in the introduction chamber and baked for one hour at
approximately 200 ° C ,to drive off water vapor.
3i3 (100) IhSb H dm oepitaxiaI E ayers
3,3.1 Oxide Desorption and Epitaxy
After loading the JnSb substrate into the InSb chamber, the observation
of the eutectic change was performed with the sources below measurable flux

Table 3.2

InSb (100) Substrates.

TYPE

DOPANT

ND)A (cm 3)

N
P
P
P

tellurium
cadmium
cadmium
cadmium

1.4 - 1.9xl017
3.0 - 4.2xl014
1.2 - 1.9xl013
~ 2.0xl012

P (H-CITl)

7.0 - 7.4x10-4
1.5-2.5
45 - 75
:
800 - 850
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Table 3.3

Cleaning procedure for m olybdenum blocks

PRO CESS

CHEMICAL

remove indium

TOOLS

TIME

razor blade

etch indium

HCl

blk holder

1-3 min

rinse

H2O

blk holder, tongs

5-10 min

etch Mo block

4H2OUHNO3

blk holder

1-4 min

rinse

H2O

b lk h o ld er, tongs

5 min

etch Mo oxide

HCl

blk holder, tongs

5 min

acid bkr

H2O

blk holder, tongs

10 min

degrease bkr

H2O

blk holder, tongs

30 min

RINSE:

■

DEGREASE:
boil

TCA

deg bkr, tongs

5 min

boil

TCA

deg bkr, tongs

5 min

u se
u se

ACE

deg bkr, tongs

5 min

M eth

deg bkr, tongs

5 min

I dry

. N2

deg bkr, tongs
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levels. The procedure involved bringing the substrate temperature to a point
below 356 0C (typically 300 0C) and raising the temperature by l° C / ’minute
thereafter. Upon calibration of the thermocouple temperature, the sample
temperature would be lowered to 2500C and the growth manipulator
assembly would be retracted into a down position to shield the substrate from
the source ovens. At this point, the indium, antimony and InSb source ovens
would be brought up to the desired flux condition, for growth, and allowed to
stabilize for one hour. Beam fluxes were next checked by use of the quartz
crystal monitor and adjusted if necessary. (Preferential depletion of antimony
from the InSb source required use of higher InSb cell temperatures during
each successive growth cycle.) After achieving proper beam fluxes, oven
shutters were closed and the sample was brought up into the RIIEED/ growth
position at 380 ° C. A faint set of substrate features were sometimes visible in
the otherwise diffuse (amorphous oxide) RHEED pattern. When raising the
substrate temperature, the diffuse background in the RHEED pattern was seen
to gradually decrease in intensity as the oxide layer would begin to desorb.
Upon observation of integral order features, and sometimes very faint surface
reconstruction features, an elemental antimony source Sb4 would be opened to
replenish preferentially desorbed surface antimony [23].
Full desorption of the oxide layer was characterized by the observation of
integral-order and fractional-order (surface reconstruction) streaks in the
<110> RHEED patterns. The surface reconstruction present after oxide
desorption was not absolutely clear in the RHEED patterns Observed. The
oxide desorption process was seen to take place through a range of substrate
temperatures (430 - 470 ° C). The observation of a wide temperature range,
through which the native indium and antimony oxides could desorb, was
confirmed by desorption of an oxide layer in the Auger analytical chamber. In
this experiment, the surface species on the TnSb wafer were monitored by AES
during the oxide desorption process. An AES scan for the surface of an InSb
substrate prior to oxide desorption is shown in Figure 3.2. For this scan, the
surface appears to have large fractions of In, Sb and oxygen, while having
almost no registration of carbon. After complete oxide desorption had been
observed, the substrate temperature was immediately dropped and the Sb4

Sb

O

Electron Energy (eV)

Figure 3,2

An AES scan of an InSb substrate at 350 ° C prior to oxide
desorption. The surface appears to be nearly free from carbon.
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flux discontinued. InSb epilayers were nucleated, by opening the InSb and
indium ovens, at a thermocouple reading of 250C above the desired growth
temperature. During growth of the InSb layer, a {%\f% x 2"\/2")45

surface

reconstruction was usually observed after several minutes of film growth.
Typical RHEED patterns taken after the growth of an InSb homoepilayer are
shown in figure 3.3. InSb layers of up to 2 /rni in thickness were grown with
the ( 2 \ /T

x

2 V T )4 5 0 RHEED pattern using a growth rate of 1.2 A/second.

3.3.2 Structural Analysis
Structural analysis has been performed on InSb layers by DCRC and
TEM techniques. DCRC traces have been taken on a 2/im InSb layer in the
(004) direction using Cu K a radiation and Ix l mm slit sizes. For this
purpose, an InSb substrate was utilized as a monochromating crystal (crystal
#1). Experiments on a similar InSb substrate were performed to determine
the limit of resolution for this set-up. Typical FWHM values for the substrate
as a test crystal were 13 arc seconds with values as low as 12 arc seconds being
seen infrequently. Diffraction peaks from grown films were typically
symmetric in nature and FWHM values of 13 arc seconds were common as
shown in Figure 3.4. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies were
performed in the Materials Engineering department of Purdue University by
D. Li and J. M. Gonsalves under the direction of Dr. N. Otsuka. A bright
field TEM micrograph revealing the InSb layer/substrate homointerface is
shown in Figure 3.5. Layers were seen to be in intimate- contact with the
substrate despite the existence of dot-like features at or near the
homointerface. These dot-like features are suggestive of precipitate formation,
the nature of which is unknown. Previous reports [7,8] speculate that these
could be indium droplets. An observation of the spacing between lattice
fringes in the TEM image indicates that these precipitates might be In oxides,
Sb oxides, In or Sb. As with the previous studies, the quality of InSb layers is
apparently uneffected by the existence of these precipitates as they form
coherent regions which do not tend to nucleate dislocations or other extended
defects.
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(a)

Figure 3.3
j

(b)

{ $ \ / 2 x 2\/^2)45 0 RHEED patterns recorded after growth of a
(100) InSb homoepilayer in the (a) [110], and (b) [HO] directions.
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13 arcsec

ANGLE (arcsec)

Figure 3.4

X-ray DCRC (004) trace for a 2/un (100) InSb homoepitaxial
layer grown at 330 ° C.
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InSb Substrate

500 A

Figure 3.5.

B right field T E M m icrograph showing the (HO) face of an InSb
epilayer grow n on InSb su b strate. D ark features at the
hom ointerface m ay be In oxides, Sb oxides, In or Sb.
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3.3.3 Optical Studies
Infrared photoluminescence (PL) evaluations of the InSh hoinoepitaxial
layers have been perform ed a t Brown University by M. H aggerott under the
direction of Dr. A. V. N urm ikko.

For the photoluminescence experimentsy

InSb samples were excited using YAG and green laser radiation at an incident
power of 200mW.

Laser light was focussed down to a spot of 500/im in

diameter,, and luminescence from the InSb samples was collected in a cooled
(77K) InSb detector. Figure 3.$. shows PL from an InSb substrate and 2 /im
InSb epilayeir performed at IOK under identical conditions. D om inant bandto-band recom bination is seen for this and other InSb samples, (resembling
luminescence from high quality bulk m aterial [37]) appearing at approximately
234 meV. Secondary features are also observed in the range of 228 meV. The
origin o f th e secondary peak in the InSb substrate would appear to be caused
by a cadm ium acceptor as the substrate is cadm ium doped to a level of Np, =
3.0 - 4.2xl014 (cm- 3 ). The band-to-band recom bination feature observed for
the InSh epitaxial layer, is seen to be more intense th an for the InSb substrate
by a factor of approxim ately seven. Due to the strong absorption of YAG
laser lines in InSbjf it is believed th a t the lower energy feature in the epilayer
spectrum (which has been a ttrib u te d to an im purity related feature) originates
from the epilayer itself.

Zinc is a possible candidate for the low-intensity

feature in the epilayer appearing at 228 meV in high quality InSb bulk
m aterial [38],. The presence of zinc in a separate MBE growth chamber
(connected by UHV transfer tubes) used for growth of ZnSe or in the indium
or antim ony source m aterials m ight explain the occurrence of a zinc-related
recom bination feature in the InSb photoluminescence.
3.3.4 Non-idealities
For the m ajority of InSb films which have been grown at substrate
tem peratures in the range of 300 to 330 0 C, an unusual phenomenon has been
observed in the RHEED patterns during growth.

Quite often, the RHEED

pattern would be seen to fade in intensity after approxim ately one hour of
growth leaving diminished integral order streaks on the screen. A very sharp
(2V^2 X 2 \ / 2)45 0 reconstructed RHEED p attern could be recovered by
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Phbtoluminescence spectra of a 2/im (100) InSb epilayer and
InSb substrate.

m om entarily interrupting im pingem ent of the InSb and indium sources. T he
x

2 \^ 2 )4 5 ° RHEED p a tte rn was always seen to fade back to the

diminished RHEED p attern after resuming the growth process. Diminished
RHEED p a tte rn intensity has been observed during the growth of a 2/xm InSb
layer dem onstrating identical DCRC and TEM characteristics to th a t of an
InSb substrate (as presented earlier).

This suggests th a t, despite, the non-

optim a! appearance of the RHEED pattern, the crystal form ation process
appears to be proceeding satisfactorily.
3.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, this section has presented details of the growth and
characterization of InSb homoepilayers. The investigation of these layers for
structural and optical properties has indicated two m ain points. First, InSb
■ - •
..
••c-. _
'
.
.
layers grown on InSb substraths have dem onstrated excellent structural
quality as judged by DCRC and TEM techniques. The use of these layers as a
base for epitaxy of CdTe layers, therefore, appears promising.

Second, the

peak radiative intensity of epitaxial layers has ,been shown to exceed th a t of
the bulk suggesting an enhanced quantum efficiency for the grown InSb layers.
The use of this InSb m aterial in C d T e/In S b /C d T e heterostructures would also
seem to hold promise for the emission of radiation. F u rth er, several criteria
have been established for the evaluation of C dT e/InSb heterostructures in
comparing the quality of heteroepitaxial InSb layers to the homoepitaxial
variety.
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C H A PT ER 4
DUAL CHAM BER H E T E R O E P IT A X Y of (100) InSb - C dT e

W ith the successful growth of homoepitaxial InSb layers on InSb
substrates (as described in chapter 3), the use of these layers for the growth of
epitaxial CdTe is promising. As p a rt of an effort to explore the growth of
m ultilayer C dTe/InSb heterostructures, single CdTe films have been grown on
InSb homoepilayers for independent study.

Following completion of these

studies, the growth of C dTe/InSb double heterostructures was undertaken.
For growth of double heterostructures, as for the growth of single CdTe
epilayers on InSb epilayers, separated MBE chambers have been utilized to
grow InSb and CdTe layers.

An ultrahigh vacuum (10“ 10 Torr) transfer

module was utilized for the transfer of the sample block between growth
chambers.

TEM, DCRC, PL, and Ram an scattering techniques have been

utilized for analysis of heterostructures.

4.1 (100) C dT e / InSb Single H etero stru ctu res
4.1.1 Transferral of InSb Epilayers
A fter the growth of InSb epilayers on InSb substrates, the sample
tem perature was reduced from the growth tem perature of 300 0 C to 250 0 C
and the sample was transferred from the InSb chamber to the CdTe growth
chamber.

The sample transferral process, involving the movement of the

sample block from the InSb chamber through an ultrahigh vacuum transfer
tube and into the CdTe growth chamber, was accomplished w ithin several
m inutes. During the transfer, the sample was not heated. Upon arrival in the
CdTe chamber, the InSb epilayers were heated to 200 0 C with the surface of
the sample facing away from the closed CdTe source oven. A fter stabilizing
the sample tem perature at 200 0 C, the samples were brought into the growth
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position and observed by RHEED. For InSb layers exhibiting intense RHEED
patterns in the InSb chamber prior to transferral, RHEED patterns for
transferred layers were often seen to exhibit a (2”\Z2* x 2”V^2")45
reconstructed InSb surface. Other films were seen to exhibit only integral
order (bulk) RHEED streaks. (InSb layers were not passivated with a
protective material for transfeTral.) Final calibration of substrate temperature
was achieved, for some films, by measuring the InSb film surface temperature
in the CdTe chamber with an infrared pyrometer [35]. In these cases,
calibration of the pyrometer was achieved by measuring the InSb film surface
temperature in the InSb chamber immediately after growth of the layer.
4.1.2 Growth of CdTe/InSb
Growth of the CdTe layers was accomplished by means of a single CdTe
source oven containing polycrystalline CdTe. The early stages of epitaxy were
seen to occur by the conversion of the InSb RHEED pattern to a CdTe
pattern exhibiting (2xl) tellurium-stabilized reconstruction [39]. After several
minutes of growth at 200 4C, the substrate temperature was raised from
200 0C to 240° C by 1° C per minute. (This procedure is similar to a
procedure used by Williams et al. [8] where CdTe films were nucleated on
InSb at 200 ° C and raised to higher temperatures for growth). Growth at
240 ° C was usually characterized by retention of the (2xl) reconstructed CdTe
surface by RHEED observation. Figure 4.1 shows typical CdTe RHEED
patterns observed during the growth of a CdTe heteroepilayer. The CdTe
source oven used for these film growths was a standard PBN crucible with a
thin PBN cap covering the CdTe source charge. Flux from the CdTe oven
was evolved through a 1/8 inch hole in the center of the PBN cap. A
temperature of 670 ° C was typically used for the CdTe source oven, during
growth, to produce a growth rate of I A/sec.
4.1.3 Structural Analysis
Examination of CdTe/InSb heteroepitaxial structures has been performed
by TEM and DCRC techniques.

Cross-sectional TEM samples have been

prepared by argon ion thinning in a similar manner to th at described in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1

(c)

RHEED p a tte rn s for the grow th of (100) C dT e on a (100) InSb
epitaxial layer: (a) InSb epilayer [110] after tran sfer to th e C dT e
cham ber, and CdTe layer during grow th (t = 35 m in) in th e (b)
[110] and (c) [110] directions.
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chapter 3. The tendency for InSb to be sputtered at a faster rate than CdTe
has lead to a great deal of difficulty in preparation of these TEM samples.
Iodine thinning has been utilized by other workers [40] in the final milling step
and has tended to reduce the formation of defects caused by the thinning
process. Subsequently, iodine thinning has been utilized in the final milling
step on a number of heterostructural samples and improvements in the quality
of TEM samples have been achieved. A 200 kV high resolution electron
micrograph HREM image of a CdTe/InSb heterointerface is shown for the
[100] direction in Figure 4.2. The [100] projection allows for observation of
chemical dissimilarities between the InSb and CdTe layers unlike the [110]
projection. In the HREM image shown here, the (220) fringes from InSb and
CdTe layers differ greatly, thereby revealing the interface [11]. For further
insight into the structural quality of CdTe epilayers, DCRC scans have been
performed. Diffraction peaks from the CdTe epilayer were found to have
FWHM values of 40 arc seconds as shown in Figure 4.3.
4.1.4 Optical Analysis
4.1.4.1 Photoluminescence
To

investigate

the

optical

properties

of

CdTe

epilayers,

photoluminescence measurements have been performed. Excitation from an
argon laser at 5145A was focussed to a SOOptm spot on CdTe films which were
mounted in a liquid helium cryostat. A 0.75 m SPEX monochromator was
utilized to collect the luminescence Spectra and channel it to a cooled (-200 C)
GaAs photomultiplier tube. The 8K photoluminescence from a 1.3/ma thick
CdTe epilayer, grown at 240 ° C, is shown in Figure 4.4. Under 230 m W /cm 2
excitation, Figure 4.4a shows competition between near band-edge features
and impurity-band features for the recombination of electron hole pairs.
Excitation under a more modest power of 1.68 W /cm 2 is shown in Figure
4.4b, while a magnification of the near band-edge region is shown in Figure
4.5.
For the near band-edge spectrum, the (n = I) free exciton transition, at
1.596 eV, appears to dominate the luminescence spectrum [5,28,41]. We also
observe a weak feature at 1.6034eV which appears to be the (n = 2 ) second
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InSb
13 arc

40 arc

Angle (arcsec)

Figure 4.3

(004) X-ray DCRC trace of a 1.3/um CdTe layer on a 0.5/un InSb
homoepitaxial layer.
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impurity-band
near
- band-edge

7750

defect band

8000

8750

8250
WAVELENGTH

(A)

1.5960 eV

8250
WAVELENGTH

Figure 4.4

(A)

Low temperature (8 K) photoluminescence of a 1.3/un CdTe
epilayer grown on an InSb epilayer. Excitation conditions are
(a) power density = 1.68 W /cn r and (b) power density = 230
mW/cm2. Dominant band-edge feature is free exciton (n = I) at
1.596 eV.
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1.5960 eV

1.5935 eV

1,5984 eV

1.5904 eV
1.5921 eV

1.6034 eV

7790

7710
WAVELENGTH (A)

Figure 4.5

Low temperature (8 K) photoluminescence of a 1.3/im CdTe
epilayer grown on an InSb epilayer (as shown in Figure 4.4).
Near band-edge features at: 1.596 eV (n—I) free exciton, 1,5984
eV (polariton), 1.6034 eV (n=2) free exciton.

excited state of the free exciton, reported previously for (100) CdTe/InSb
[5,41]. The peak at 1.5984 eV has also been reported for (100) CdTe/InSb and
was previously assigned to the upper polariton branch of a free exciton [41].
Other features in the PL spectra have been tentatively identified as an
acceptor bound exciton (A,X) at 1.5903 eV [41], and an ionized donor bound
exciton (D+,X) at 1.5921 eV [5], The features 1.5935 eV is in the range
(l.593eV) where neutral donor bound excitons have been reported for CdTe.
Feng et al. [41] have recently reported that a feature at 1.5931eV, seen in
(100) CdTe/InSb, is not due to a simple donor bound exciton but may be
related to a donor-like defect in the film structure or an impurity-defect
complex.
4.1.4.2 Modulated Reflectance
To give additional insight into the band-edge optical nature of CdTe
epilayers, piezornodulated reflectance has been performed by Lee et al. [42].
Here, a lead-zirconate-titanate transducer driven by a sinusoidal electric field
was used to excite the sample. A lock-in amplifier was used for detection of
the reflectance signal through a Perkin Elmer (E-I) monochromator. The
piezornodulated reflectance spectrum for a 1.3/mi CdTe epilayer is shown in
Figure 4.6. As in the photoluminescence measurements (Figure 4.5), a
dominant free exciton feature is observed in the reflectance spectra along with
other near band-edge features of lesser intensity. The upper branch polariton
feature, seen at 1.5984 eV in the PL spectra is also identified in the modulated
reflectance spectra at 1.5983 eV. As observed by Lee et al. [42}, the polariton
feature has also been observed in the spectra of very high purity CdTe bulk
material [43] and has been identified as an indication of high structural
quality. "
4.2 (100) CdTe / InSb Double Heterostructures
Following the successful growth of single. CdTe epilayers on InSb
homoepilayers, double InSb/CdTe heterostructures were grown. The growth
of double heterostructures Was achieved by extending the substrate transferral
process, used for the growth of single heterostructures, to the addition of an
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GdTe - epilayer
InSb substrate

1.590

1600

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
Figure 4.6

Piezomodulated reflectivity spectrum of a 1.3/xm CdTe epilayer,
grown on an InSb epilayer. InsetrTheoreticalflttingto thefirst
derivative of a Lorentzian function. Reprinted from Lee et al.
[42].
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InSb active layer and CdTe capping layer. After growth of the InSb and
CdTe "buffer" layers, the sample would be transferred through ultra-high
vacuum from the CdTe growth chamber to the InSb growth chamber. Upon
arrival at the InSb chamber, the sample would be heated to the growth
temperature (300 - 330 ° C) and allowed to stabilize. At this point, the sample
would be brought into the growth position and observed by RHEED. A
comparison of RHEED patterns for the CdTe layer before and after
transferral indicates that the surface reconstruction features have not
significantly changed as a result of the transfer process.
4.2.1 Growth of InSb and CdTe layers
Nucleation of heteroepitaxial InSb films was achieved, as for the
hornoepilayers, by opening the InSb and indium source shutters. A very
dramatic change was instantly observed in the RHEED pattern with the
formation of spots throughout the entire RHEED screen. The spotty RHEED
pattern, which indicates a three-dimensional nucleation mechanism, was seen
to evolve into a streaked pattern within approximately 75 seconds (growth
rate = lA/sec). RHEED photos for the nucleation and growth of a 160A
InSb layer on a transferred CdTe "buffer" layer are shown in Figure 4.7. For
the growth of the InSb active layers, the expected (2V^T x 2 \ / 2 )45 ° RHEED
pattern was observed shortly after nucleation of InSb on CdTe and was seen
to persist throughout the growth of InSb layers (at least up to a thickness of
5600A/sec). The intensity of the RHEED images was typically lower for the
growth of heteroepitaxial InSb layers than for the growth of homoepitaxial
InSb layers. As was observed for InSb hornoepilayers, the intensity of the
RHEED patterns for heteroepilayers was seen to increase after the termination
of growth.
Following the completion of InSb layer growth, the InSb substrate
temperature was immediately reduced, and upon reaching 250 ° C, the sample
was transferred, in vacuum, to the CdTe chamber. In the CdTe chamber, the
InSb film would be heated to 240 ° C for the growth of a CdTe capping layer.
The sample temperature was set to 2400C (and not 200 ° C) for nucleation of
the CdTe layer as the growth period for the layer was short (~ 34 minutes).
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( a )

(c)

Figure 4.7

(d)

RHEED p atterns observed during the grow th of an InSb ( 160A)
quantum well structure: (a) t = 5 sec, (b) t = 75 sec, (c) t =
115 sec, and (d) after film grow th (t = 152 sec).
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Growth of the CdTe film was again performed by means of a single CdTe
effusion source at a rate of I A/sec. Upon nucleation, the RHEED pattern was
seen to remain streaked, but was seen to evolve into the CdTe RHEED
pattern. CdTe capping layers were typically 2000 - 2200A in thickness. CdTe
layer growth was ended by closing the CdTe source oven shutter, and
reducing the sample temperature.
4.2.2 Structural Analysis
Structural analysis for CdTe/InSb heterostructures has been performed
by TEM. A dark field TEM micrograph for an InSb (160A) quantum well
structure is shown in Figure 4.8. The structure consists of a 0.5/im InSb
epilayer on InSb substrate, a 1.53/un CdTe buffer layer, the InSb active layer,
and a 0.21/un CdTe capping layer [15]. The InSb layer is shown as dark
contrast with the CdTe layer showing up as a light contrast in the
micrograph.

Closer examination of double heterostructures by TEM cross

sectional micrographs has indicated that the CdTe-InSb heterointerfaces are
planar (flat) across the layer. The presence of in ter facial mixing layers, such
as In2Te3, reported to be of tens of angstroms in thickness [19], and
segregated antimony are expected to be visible by TEM analysis. As yet, the
existence of a mixed interface has not been confirmed in the TEM samples
examined here. Further study into the existence of these layers through TEM
analysis will be pursued.
4.2.3 OpticalAnalysis
Infrared photoluminescence data has been taken at TOK with a YAG laser
and cooled (77K) InSb infrared detector. The luminescence from a 5600A
InSb active layer, confined between CdTe layers, is plotted with the
luminescence from an InSb substrate in Figure 4.9. In this case, the double
heterostrueture is based on an InSb substrate with a 0.42A InSb epitaxial
layer, a 1.63/un CdTe buffer layer, the InSb active layer, and a 0.22/un CdTe
capping layer.

Two peaks are seen in the luminescence spectra for the

heterostrueture, with the higher energy feature being attributed primarily to
band-to-band recombination in the InSb layer [12,15,38]. Spectra for the
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Figure 4.8

Cross-sectional dark field TE M m icrograph of C d T e/In S b
double h etero stru ctu re in th e [HO] projection. D ark stripe is the
160A InSb single qu an tu m well surrounded by C dTe (light
contrast).
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Substrate

=> 100

Double
Heterostructure

ENERGY (eV)

Figure 4.9

Low temperature (IOK) infrared luminescence of an InSb active
layer (5600A), in double heterostructure configuration, compared
to an InSb substrate.
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double heterostructure is seen to be broader (to the high energy side) than
th a t observed for the InSb substrate.

It is difficult to attrib u te this high

energy broadening to InSb or CdTe layers alone.

A t this time, the

luminescence observed on the high energy side for this heterostructure has
been a ttrib u te d to recom bination at interfacial regions. F u rth er investigation
of this phenomenon is being pursued by the use of R am an spectroscopy in
addition to photoluminescence in an attem p t to characterize the III-V/II-VI
interfacial region.

4.3 Conclusions
For the fabrication of single and double InS b/C dT e heterostructures
separate III-V and II-VI chambers have been utilized for the growth of InSb
and CdTe layers. M aterial properties have been examined to determine the
quality of structures grown by interrupted molecular beam epitaxy. TEM and
RHEED have provided inform ation which suggests th a t the growth of
C dT e/InS b and InS b /C d T e could be accomplished, despite the transfer of
samples between

grow th

chambers.

Photoluminescence

from a

double

heterostructure has .been shown to resemble th a t of an InSb substrate while
being broader to the high energy side of the spectrum .

The influence of

possible intetfacial layers on th e properties observed is currently being
explored.

C H A PT E R 5 .
SIN G LE CHAM BER H E T E R O E P IT A X Y of (100) InSb - C dT e

5.1 Overview
The growth of CdTe/InSb heterostructures in a single MBE growth
chamber is described. In the previous chapter, a multichamber growth process
was employed for the fabrication of CdTe/InSb heterostructures, whereby
InSb and CdTe layers were grown in separate chambers. For the creation of
multiple quantum well heterostructures, the process of transferring a sample
block between IlI-Y and II-VI growth chambers was deemed impractical. A
single, CdTe-InSb, growth chamber was thus established by adding an
antimony cracking furnace and elemental indium source to the chamber
previously designated for the growth of CdTe layers. The antimony cracker
was employed to explore the low temperature growth of InSb using Sb2 •
Structures, grown with the use of the cracker, have been analyzed by TEM
and DCRC measurements to determine their structural properties. Multilayer
heterostructures have been grown which exhibit superlattice diffraction
features when examined by DCRC techniques. New developments which have
been made in the continuous heteroepitaxy of CdTe/InSb structures will be
discussed in the ongoing efforts to produce multilayer quantum well structures.
Recently, there have been several reports concerning the growth and
characterization of CdTe/InSb multilayer heterostructures [12-17]. In the
work reported by Golding et al. [13], multilayer heterostructures were grown
at 300 ° C on InSb substrates. To address the problem of intermixing between
CdTe and InSb layers, Golding et al. have employed the growth of CdTe
layers in the presence of a cadmium overpressure (Jcd/^Te — 3); In the work
presented here, the growth of CdTe/InSb heterostructures has been explored
at substrate temperatures between 280 and 310 ° C on both InSb and CdTe
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substrates [12,14-16]. In light of previous reports citing several problems with
the growth of InSb with substrate temperatures at or below 300 ° C, the low
temperature growth of InSb has been approached by utilizing very low growth
rates (< 0.4A/sec) and Sb2 from a cracking furnace. The cracker was, chosen
over the standard PBN effusion crucible for two main reasons. First, it was
deemed necessary to experiment with the use of antimony dimer species to
investigate its potential for growth of InSb films at low temperatures, The use
of Sb2 was motivated by experiments performed on the GaAs material system
where it was reported [32,33] that the density of deep level electronic traps, in
films grown at low temperatures, could be reduced by utilizing very low
growth rates and As2 rather than As4. Second, it has been speculated that
the migration of tellurium species into a cracking furnace would be a less
likely than the migration of tellurium into a standard crucible. To further
limit the migration of Te into the cracker, the cracking zone has been
continuously maintained at elevated temperatures (> 600 0C) and the LN2
cryogenic shrouds have been kept at a temperature of 77K.
:(
5.2 S etup .

;

5.2.1 Use of Antimony Cracking Furnace
The antimony cracking furnace used in our work is diagramed in Figure
5.1. The unit is composed of a 120cc tantalum bulk evaporator and 0.5 inch
diameter cracking tube. To remove residual contamination, the bulk
evaporator (empty) was outgassed to 860° C for 6 hours while the cracking
zone was outgassed at. 13.80° C for 1.5 hours then reduced to 1000 ° C for 4.5
hours. Source material, consisting of 6N5 purity antimony, was then loaded
into the cracker and the charge was outgassed at 6000C for 4 hours.
Concerns about a possible reaction between the tantalum bulk evaporator and
the antimony source charge prevented us from raising the source temperature
to the melting point of antimony (631 ° C) [24]. To prepare an indium source,
a 60cc oven and PBN crucible were outgassed at 1200° C (empty), loaded with
6N pure indium, and outgassed at 820 0C for 4 hours.
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Figure 5.1.

C e ll

Schematic diagram of the antimony cracking furnace, supplied
by EPI Systems. The cracker was used for growth of InSb in
the dual III-V/II-VI growth chamber.
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5.2.2 Substrate Preparation
For the growth of CdTe/InSb heterostructures in the single growth
chamber, both InSb and CdTe substrates were utilized. InSb sample
preparation has been described in chapter 3. CdTe substrates, purchased
from Caltech Semiconductors, were examined for structural quality by
performing multiple DCRC scans over the surface of each substrate. For the
substrates examined, diffraction peaks were typically 20 - 30 arc seconds in
width (FWHM). After DCRC analysis, the substrates were degreased in two
cycles of boiling TCA and ultrasonically agitated in acetone and methanol.
After drying in N2 gas, the substrates were etched in 1% BnMeOH for 60
seconds. Etching was halted by flushing the etchant with methanol for several
minutes. Substrates were then dried with N2 gas and mounted, with gallium,
onto Mo sample holders [14,15]. For the purpose of calibrating the block
temperature, a bead of indium (melting point at 156 0C) was mounted beside
each substrate. Sample holders were then placed in the sample introduction
chamber and heated to 2000C for one hour to drive off water vapor.
5*3 C ontinuous G row th of InSb - G dT e M ultilayers
5.3.1 Crowth Process
The growth of homoepitaxial InSb buffer layers was accomplished using a
nearly identical procedure as that described in chapter 3. After calibration of
the block temperature using a Au:Ge eutectic, oxide desorption was
accomplished by raising the InSb substrate temperature while observing
RHEED patterns from the InSb substrate. When the oxide layer was
beginning to desorb, a flux of antimony, in this case from the cracker, was
initiated. As for homoepilayers grown in the InSb machine, complete oxide
desorption was signaled by a significant reduction in the background
scattering observed on the RHEED screen and an intensifying of the InSb
RHEED pattern. Once the oxide was believed to be removed, the substrate
temperature was reduced, and the antimony flux discontinued. Nucleation of
the InSb layer was achieved by opening the antimony cracker and indium
oven shutters simultaneously at a substrate thermocouple reading 25 0C above
the desired growth temperature. For growth of InSb epilayers, a substrate
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tem perature of 330 0 C was used along w ith
approximately unity.

a flux ratio

(Jgb/Jin ) °f

An antim ony-stabilized (2 \^ 2 x 2<\/2 ) 4 5 0 RHEED

pattern was typically observed during film growth.
Prior to completion of the InSb buffer layer, the substrate tem perature
was reduced from 330 0 C to 300 0 C. Upon reaching 300 0 C, the InSb film
growth was term inated and the substrate tem perature reduced to 200 0 C for
the nucleation of a CdTe buffer layer.

After the nucleation of CdTe at

200 0 C, the substrate tem perature was raised by 1 0 C /m in to a growth
tem perature of 240° C [14,15]. CdTe substrates were prepared for epitaxy by
m -situ heating to between 325 and 370 0 C, followed by im m ediately reducing
the substrate tem perature to 2 0 0 0 C. A t 200 0 C, CdTe buffer layers were
nucleated and the substrate tem perature stepped up by 1 0 C /min to a growth
tem perature of 240 0 C. During growth of CdTe layers on InSb epilayers or
CdTe substrates, a (2 x I) reconstruction p attern , characteristic of a Testabilized surface [39], was typically observed by RHEED [15].
Before the end of CdTe buffer layer growth ( — 1/im), on either substrate
type, the substrate tem perature was raised from 240 0 C to 280 0 C at a rate of
2 0 C /m in. A fter a short stabilization period, growth of In S b /C d T e m ultilayer
structures was commenced w ithout interruption of epitaxy, by closing the
CdTe shutter and opening the antim ony cracker and indium source shutters.
In every case, InSb layers were seen to nucleate in a three-dim ensional fashion
on CdTe, as suggested by the observation of a spotty RHEED p attern .

In

contrast, growth of CdTe layers on InSb was seen to occur by the form ation of
streaks in the [100] and [110] RHEED patterns which persisted throughout
growth. Following the completion of m ultilayer growth, a 500A CdTe capping
layer was typically grown to protect the structure.
5.3.2 Structural Analysis
Several multiple quantum well structures have been grown w ith antim ony
cracking zone tem peratures of 850 0 C and 1040 0 C, under otherwise similar
growth conditions.

DCRC

measurements for a m ultiple quantum

well

structure, grown with the lower antim ony cracking zone tem perature, show
FWHM values of 32 arc seconds for the supporting CdTe buffer layer. Despite
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having a high quality buffer layer, TEM micrographs have indicated th at these
structures exhibit a high density of dislocations which appear to form in the
InSb multilayers. Figure 5.2 shows a bright field TEM micrograph of a
multilayer structure grown with a cracking zone temperature of 8500C. By
comparison, structures grown under the same conditions with the exception of
a higher antimony cracking zone temperature, have shown a ten-fold decrease
in the density of these dislocations. Figure 5.3 shows a dark field TEM
micrograph of a multiple quantum well structure consisting of 167A CdTe and
163A InSb layers. The structure was grown with an antimony cracking zone
temperature of 10400C. Since the multiple quantum well structures were
grown at 2800C, the reduction in dislocation density is speculated to be due
to a reduction in the formation of antimony precipitates at these low growth
temperatures. The exact correlation between the occurrence of defects in
grown InSb layers and the temperature used to crack antimony is, however,
uncertain.
5.3.3 Optical Analysis
Raman spectroscopy has been employed to explore the issue of a mixed
interface by focusing on the optical phonon region of the spectrum. (Raman
spectroscopy studies have been performed at Brown University by N.
Pelekanos and T. Heyen under the direction of Dr. A. V. Nurmikko.)
Typically, well resolved features resulting from bulk-like InSb LO phonons
have been observed, even in the narrowest quantum well samples. Apart from
these bulk-like LO-phonon features in the Raman spectra, occasional weak
features have been observed (in certain isolated samples) which are apparently
related to lattice vibrations reported [19] for chemically intermixed
InSb/ CdTe interfaces. For the m ajority of samples, such features, if present,
are below our current level of detection. This issue is presently being brought
under close scrutiny with respect to photoluminescence examinations, to
explore any possible interrelationships.
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Figure 5.2.

Cross sectional TEM micrograph in the [110] direction showing a
CdTe/InSb multilayer structure. The structure was grown at
280 0 C with an antimony cracking temperature of 850 0C.
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Figure 5.3.

Cross sectional [110] TEM micrograph showing a CdTe/InSb
multilayer structure grown with an antimony cracking
temperature of 10400C. Light contrast regions are the 167a
CdTe layers and dark contrast regions are the 163A InSb layers..
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5.4 I n te r r u p te d G ro w th o f InS b - C d T e M u ltila y ers
5.4.1 Growth Process
In a recent set of experiments, multilayer CdTe/InSb heterostructures
have been grown at substrate temperatures in the range of 310 0C. To
examine the material properties of CdTe grown at these temperatures, single
InSb and CdTe epitaxial layers were grown at 3100C and examined by x-ray
rocking curve measurements. InSb layers of approximately 1/un in thickness
have been examined by DCRC measurements and were found to resemble
single InSb epilayers grown (without the cracker) in the isolated InSb chamber
(chapter 3). Figure 5.4 shows an (004) x-ray DCRC diffraction pattern for a
1/un CdTe layer grown at 310 ° C with a rate of 0.4A/sec [15,16]. In this case,
the x-ray diffractometer was equipped with a four-pass silicon monochromator
instead of the conventional single-pass InSb monochromator. As can be seen,
the CdTe layer has a FWHM value of 17 arc seconds while the supporting
InSb epilayer/substrate crystal has a FWHM value of 12 arc seconds. Also
shown in the figure, are an array of periodic, low intensity diffraction features,
located between the InSb and CdTe diffraction peaks. These peaks have been
attributed to the interference between x-ray waves reflected from the surface
of the CdTe layer and from the CdTe/InSb heterointerface. The occurrence
of these features has been interpreted as an indication of very high structural
uniformity in the grown CdTe layer as well as an atomically flat CdTe/InSb
interfacial region [44,45].
In addition to the multilyers grown at a substrate temperature of 280 ° C,
we have grown CdTe/InSb multilayer structures at 310 0C [16]. InSb
substrates were used as a base for these structures upon which InSb and CdTe
buffer layers were grown. Following the completion of CdTe buffer layer
growth, the multilayer sequence was commenced. As for growth of the buffer
layers, the InSb and CdTe multilayers were grown at a substrate temperature
of 310 0C using an antimony cracking temperature of 1040 ° C. For these
films, the InSb and CdTe layers Were grown at less than 0.4 A/second. To
allow for a partial relaxation of each InSb or CdTe layer surface, growth
interruption periods of 12 seconds, for InSb, and 6 seconds, for CdTe, were
used [16].

Counts/sec
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CdTe
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InSb
12 arc'

Angle (arcsec)

Figure 5.4.

X-ray DCRC scan (004) of a Tpm CdTe epilayer grown on an
InSb epilayer at 310 s C. Scan was taken using a four-pass Si
monochromator.

5.4.2 Structural Analysis
Figure 5.5 shows the DCRC scan for a 15 period multilayer structure
grown at 310 0C [16]. Due to its high intensity and angular narrowness (11
arc seconds), the feature labeled "InSb" has been attributed to diffraction from
the InSb substrate and buffer layer. Accordingly, the feature labeled "0", with
a FWIIM value of 22 arc seconds, has been attributed to the zero-order
reflection from the CdTe-InSb multilayer [16]. A periodic array of satellite
peaks, with a spacing of approximately 208 arc seconds, can be identified (±1,
±2) in symmetric angular arrangement about the feature labeled "0". The
spacing of these satellite features corresponds to an average CdTe-InSb
superlattice period of approximately 870A. Analysis by TEM micrographs has
indicated that the structure has an average superlattice period of 883 ±10A.
Despite these results, there appears to be a discrepancy in the positioning
of the features labeled "InSb" and "O" for the x-ray diffraction pattern shown
in Figure 5.5 [16]. Since the growth-directed (az) plane spacing for the InSb
substrate/buffer crystal should be smaller than the average lattice plane
spacing associated with the periodic structure, the feature labeled "InSb"
should appear at a higher Bragg angle than the feature labeled "0".
Preliminary calculations [45], involving the minimization of strain energy in
the multilayer region, have been used to account for the observed diffraction
features when several monolayers of zincblende In2Te3 were assumed to be
present in each CdTe/InSb multilayer period. In this model, it has been
assumed that the In2Te3 layers could be incorporated at one or both of the
heterointerfaces in some regular fashion. For the calculation, a Value of 6.14A
has been assumed for the unstrained In2Te3 lattice parameter [46]. Elastic
constant , for these layers have been taken to be an average of the elastic
constants for CdTe and InSb. A Closer examination of the interfacial regions
in these samples is in progress using high resolution (HREM) imaging in an
attempt to isolate any such interfacial compounds.
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1000

axe seconds

Figure 5.5.

X-ray DCRC scan (004) of a 15 period CdTe/InSb multilayer
heterostructure grown at a substrate temperature "of 310'C .
Feature "InSb" is attributed to the InSb substrate, feature "0" is
attributed to the primary diffraction from the multilayer region
and features " ± l" and "±2" are attributed to diffraction
satellites from feature "0".
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5.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the growth and characterization of InSb/CdTe multilayer
heterostructures has been described. For the work presented here, the InSb
and CdTe layers were grown in a single MBE chamber with the antimony (for
InSb layer growth) being supplied by a cracking furnace. Examination of
heterostructures using TEM, DCRC and Raman spectroscopy has been
described. TEM analysis has indicated that the formation of dislocations in
InSb layers grown at a substrate temperature of 2800C may have a
dependence on the antimony cracking zone temperature used. Analysis of
single InSb and CdTe epitaxial layers has indicated that high structural
quality, indicated by narrow and symmetric DCRC diffraction peaks, may be
achieved for layers grown at temperatures near 300 ° C. Examination of
multilayer heterostructures by the DCRC technique has also indicated the
existence of satellite fringes which appear to originate from a periodic
CdTe/InSb heterostructure.

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

To summarize this report, InSb-CdTe single and multiple layered heterostructures have been successfully grown by molecular beam epitaxy. -For the
growth of these structures, two techniques have been employed. First, InSb
and CdTe layers were grown in separate chambers to avoid the problem of
cross-doping between III-V and II-VI material systems. InSb-CdTe double
heterostructures were fabricated by transferring the sample block between IIIV and II-Vl chambers through an ultra-high vacuum transfer module. Alter
natively, InSb and CdTe layers were grown in a single chamber, where an
antimony cracker was utilized for the growth of InSb layers. With this pro
cedure, multilayer heterostructures of up to 20 periods were grown. .
Infrared photoluminescence and x-ray DCRC techniques have shown that
the optical and structural properties of homoepitaxial InSb layers appear to be
as good or better than that of InSb bulk material. Infrared photolumines
cence of double heterostructures, grown using two chambers, has indicated
that heteroepitaxial InSb layers can exhibit bulk-like band-to-band emission
with some additional broadening to the high energy side, TEM and HREM
micrographs indicate that double heterostructures may be grown which exhi
bit good structural quality despite the growth of IIl-V and ITVl layers in
separate chambers.
With the need to grow multilayer heterostructures in a single MBlO
chamber, an antimony cracker was added to the II-VI growth chamber and
used for the homo- and hetero-epitaxy of InSb. Mnltilayer heterostructures
were grown using very low growth rates and substrate temperatures near
300 9C. These procedures were used in an attempt to (i) limit any possible
interfacial mixing of the materials and (ii) grow the InSb and CdTe layers at a

m utually compatible substrate tem perature. Exam ination of m ultilayer struc
tures using TEM has indicated th a t the form ation of defects in TnSb films may
be a function of the antim ony cracking tem perature used. Evidence for superlattice periodicity in m ultilayers grown w ith long period lengths has been indi
cated by m ultiple ssitellife peaks in x-ray DCRC measurements.
The ultim ate goal of this project was to achieve quantum confinement in
InSb/G dT e quantum well structures. A lthough falling short of this goaf, the
work presented here has made significant contributions to understanding the
nature of C dT e/InSb heterostructures. W ith the successful growth of single
and m ultiple layer heterostructures by different techniques, a wide range of
m aterial-related properties have been studied. A t this time, the examination
. of optical properties in the m ultilayer and superlattice structures is being
explored by photoluminescence and R am an scattering techniques. In parallel
w ith these studies, various C dT e/InS b heterointerfacial regions are being
examined by HREM imaging techniques in an attem p t to isolate the existence
of interfacial layers.

.

The potential for device applications has been established with the
growth of m ultiple InSb-GdTe layered structures exhibiting high structural
quality. T h e growth of CdxM n1^ T e in place of CdTe as a barrier layer to
InSb may prove interesting, given th a t a small fraction of manganese should
provide for an exact lattice m atching between m aterials. The exam ination of
transport properties in InSb epitaxial layers m ay be explored for the grow th of
InSb on InSb or CdTe substrates. One structure, having a great deal of tech
nological

im portance,

would

be

an

MIS

capacitor

utilizing

CdTe

or

CdxM n1^xTe as an insulator to InSb. In this way, C-Y profiling could be used
to further characterize the Jnterfacial region of insulator on TnSb. For the
long term, examination of III-V /II-V I heterostructures, in general, would
appear to be of great scientific interest given the possibility for useful device
applications. ;
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APPENDIX A
FLUX CALIBRATION

A .l Procedure for Flux Calibration
For the purpose of deriving a relationship between effusion cell
temperature and molecular beam flux, at the sample location, a flux
calibration procedure has been performed on each of the indium and antimony
sources used in this work. The first phase of this procedure was to establish a
theoretical flux-vs-temperature curve for each effusion cell by use of the ideal
Knudsen cell equation (equation Al) [34].
pA

J= (l.ll8 x I0 22) I2(MT)1/2 |( cose)mQlecules/ cm2sec

(Al)

In equation Al, p(Torr) is the vapor pressure in the cell for a material at
temperature T(K) and with a molecular weight M(gms/mol). The equation
applies for an effusion cell with an aperture of area A(cm2) which is at a
distance l(cm) from the substrate surface. The effusion source is directed
towards the substrate at an angle "0" to the substrate surface normal. The
molecular beam flux is therefore reduced at the substrate surface by a factor
of cos©. The results obtained from calculating discrete flux-vs-temperature
values from equation Al were plotted on a semi-log graph. A typical fluxversus-temperature curve is shown, for a 60cc indium oven, in Figure A .l. To
obtain actual flux values, a film of indium was deposited on a silicon
substrate, with the substrate at room temperature (cold deposition). For the
deposition, the silicon substrate was solvent degreased, rinsed in deionized
water and etched in concentrated HF for 5 minutes to remove surface oxides.
The wafer was then rinsed in deionized water and mounted, with indium, on a
Mo sample holder. A small piece of Ni foil (approximately Icm2) was secured,
with Ni wire, over a small central portion of the wafer to partially shield the
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Cell T em perature ( t )

Figure A .l

Indium-flux versus cell-temperature for a 60cc crucible.
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substrate from indium flux. After the cold deposition, the sample was
removed from the block along with the Ni shield.
Using an alpha-step 200 surface profiler, a measure of indium film
thickness was obtained by scanning the profiler stylus from the area where
indium was deposited to the area which was shielded by the Ni foil (scanning
over a step edge). Similar deposition procedures were then performed for the
InSb, elemental antimony and antimony tracking cell ovens. Using standard
values for the density and atomic Weight of indium and antimony, the film
thickness was correlated to a flux by use of equation A2.
J =(6.023xl023) |- ^ - |( atoms / cm2sec)

(A2)

In equation A2, p(gms/cm3) is the mass density of the material in question,
t(cm) is the cold deposition film thickness and r(sec) is the time taken for
deposition of the material. A list of the parameters used in solving equation
A l and equation A2 are given in Table A.l. The data gathered by cold
deposition experiments was subsequently plotted beside the theoretical curve
generated by use of equation Al. A new flux-versus-temperature curve was
then generated by shifting the ideal curve (laterally) to pass through the
experimental data point.
A.2 R esults
Measurement of deposited film thickness was undoubtedly the largest
source of error in determining experimental flux values. The error, in this
case, arose from the observation that the deposited film surfaces were non
un iformly rough (in the surface profiler scans taken) making it somewhat
difficult to determine the actual layer thickness. While the antimony
depositions were seen to yield relatively flat surface profiler traces, the
deposited indium surface was observed to be extremely rough. Determining
the thickness of the deposited indium was therefore performed by averaging
the thickness variations which were observed in the profiler scans taken.
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T able-A l

Param eters for calculating the indium and antim ony flux for a
60cc crucible.

SYMBOL
p (gms/crri3)
M (gms/mol)

DEFINITION
density
atomic weight

VALUE

ORIGIN

7.31

indium

6.691

antim ony

114.82

indium

121.75

antim ony

©n

projection angle

24 0

430 MBE

I (cm)

flux path length

20.23

430 MBE

A (cm2)

aperture area

11.34

60cc oven
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